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CONSTRUCTING QUESTIONNAIRES
FOR EARLY CHILDHO'D SPECIAL EDUCATION,PROGRAMS

' The purpose of this TADScript is to provide the'reader with a set of
/,,/ , '

guidelines and)criteria for constructing a questionnaire. Questionnaires are

needed for collecting data aci eltciting respon-ses from people about their

feelings, needs, attitudes, and Oehaviors towaid themselves-or other objects.

06 /

As unique information-gatW devices, questionnaires hold certain advan-

4-
tages:

A wide, large grd'' of persons can be surveyed for low cost and time.
/

Most questionnaires a e completed anonymously, so answers are 6nest
and objective.

The respondentsipay ake as much time aS they wish to fill out the
queWonnaire art t ereby gime well thought-out apswers.

Results are unftor' because all persons r:espond to the same questions.
:

Thi;s uniform.ity us ally provides results which are easy to summarize
and interpret.

Let's consider the disadvantages:

Most often, some questionnaires are not returned. Consequently, the
quantity and quality 'of information diminishes. As the percentage of
non-returns increases, the accuracy of the results detreases.

The validity of the response on a'questio aire is often uncertain. We

know nothing of the attitude of thg respo dents when they fill out a
questionnaire and therefore do not knoW if their reNponses are colored
by extreme interest, complacency or hostility. We also cannot be cer-
tain that the person who received the questionndire was the person whti
completed the form2

Another major Aisadvantage is INSinterpretation of the questton, lead-
ing to-an inaccurate response. 3 This problem can',be a result of inade-
quately worded questions or respondents who are not capable of'answer--
ing the'questions.

A questionnaire's uniformity does not permit the flexibility to explore
and gather additional information ado methods uch as-interviews.
The amount and quality of the information receivtflnust be based solely
on the questionS asked.

,
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In spite of these disadvantages, the questionnaire remains a powerful and

useful tool for gathering informatAon. You-may use it to identify staff

development needs, to obtain feedback after workshops and demonstration

visits, or to learn about parental opinion of the quality of children's

programs. Pleese remember, however, that.the power and usefulness of this'

tool are reldted.directly to the que)ity of care you give to the

questionnaire's contruction.

In the rem-hider of the TADScript we will provide you with guidelines and

criteria for cons.truceing questionuires, follOwed by explanfttions and

examples of good and dad .practices. The seven section of this paper

represent areas yoU should consider carefully as yOu design your
.

questionna'ire. The sections:

I. Focus

II. Title

Ills ,Purpose Statementi,

IV. Directions

. IV. Demographic Section

VI. Set a Items and Risponses

III. Structure and Format

,
To enhance learning, we advise you to review Figure 1, a questionnaire

Aesigned to getter Wormation from the perents of children participating in a

Handicapped Childret's Early Education7,PrOgram (HCEEP) project- (Musumeci %

.Koen, 1980). Portions4of the instrument are referred twthroughaut the paper.

Later, as you read the-discussii5ns presented'in the paper, your understanding*
. .

of the wrtting process should enable you to complete your own'questionnaire.

To lilakesure yourcompleted questionnaire is adequate, compare it to

, 4
information presented in Figur2 6 (page 50, a list of guidelines and criteria

,

,

a

<4e

A
summartzed from the text of-th4 book.



Figure 1. PRESCHOOL HANDICAPPED PROGRAM .

. PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE-
'

Centen Fon Reaounce Management, Inc. i4 conducting an evatuation 06 the. BOCES PneAchoot Handicapped Pnognam. The baAic punpo4e o6 the
evatualion id to pnovide 4.deAcniption 06 how the ptognam id 6unctioni4--itA accomptiahmento, conAtAaintA and concennA.

,

Youn'coopenation and panticipation with thiA evatpation -.66ont witi give ta the 00pontunitY-t0 obtain vatuabte inionmation 6nompenAoms
invotved AenviceA.

a
,, ,

i,,''' 1
r .

The attached tAumemtiola deligned to document you,' neactionA to and perceeptione 06 the OneAchoot Pnognam. Ate 4e4ponee6 witt be had
in 6tAiet con6J4ence, and onty Aummanized data mitt be r1ie.ented in mdmequent Aeponta. Youre6ignatune id optionat, Alt pteaee 6uppty the
6ottowinnSonma2ion which witt be uAed 6on onJ.6aflJpWtpo6e6.

0,611.

, 1. When was your child first enrolled in theyreschdol Program?

2. In which program was your child first 4;;belled? (Check One)
V.

a

3. In which program is your child presently enrolled? (Check One)

4. If your child is in the classr9m1Program, please supply the following information:

a) Name of teacher:

b) Session child.attends:

5

di

(Month) (Year)

Classroom Program

Home Prdgram,

Classroom ProgramH

Home Program

5. Were you ever a parent volunteer in the claisroom program? (Check One)

(Morning) (Afternoon)

Yes No
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SECTION I: Involvement in the Program

The Preschool HandiCapped Program (PS ) has prOvided varicids
means for parents to become ftware,of

and involved in the program over the pas,t year% Thi;
section of the questionnaire addresses tself to the parent

involvement activities of.the(PSHP.

1: From what source did you firtt learn tabou
the'Preschool Handicapped Program? (Check One)

4

Frietid/Other PSHP Parent
pysician

Nursery School .

Posters/Viyers
Newspaper/Radio

Other

Social Service Agency

Jr,

2. In the past year, did
you participate in any of the follo ing parent meetings/activities? (Check all that apply)

Child Assessment Conferences

Classroom Visits/Observation'S

Screenings

Parent 5roup Meetings
't(Number attended:

IEP Conferences

(specify)

Other Conferences

Classroom Volunteering

Volunteer training Program a

Other-

(specify)

now eriective were tnese parent meetings/activitee in:

.(F/ace a cheek maith in'the ap Ionia& box 04 each 'item aated beton))
.

.

I.

LEVEL OF EFFECTIVENESS
.

Very Fairry Somewhat Hardly Not At All.
.

.,

a. helping you understand the
Preschool Handicapped Program

1. e...

b, helping you understand your child's handicap

c

c. improving your attitudes about,your child's handicap

1411d. increasing your skills in working with your child

_.

1 .

.

e. giving you moral support as a parent
.

...



A. Knowl edge

e

SECTION II:. Reactions to Program

'Ditections: Ptease indicate.4ou4 tel./et undeulandthg about epeci6ic aspects ol5 the fteachoot HandicApped P4Ognam by ci/icting
'one numbet 154om 1,11.6w1 tO 5 (high) 6o4 each o6 the 6o!1owing items.

, 1. Philosophy,of the program

or-

'Low
LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING

high

1 3' 4 5

2. G6als/purposes of the program 1 2 3 4 5

3.- Screening/placement procedures 1 2 3 4 5

4. Tranidisciplinary teain fssessment 1 2
*

3 4 5

5. Teaching methods of program, 1 2 - 3

6. Methods for teaching chiid at the 1 2 4 J 5

7. Methods for managing child's behavior 1 2 N. 3 5

8. Legal rights as parents 2 3 4

9. Educational rights of child

af.

1 2
0

3 4 - 5

10. Nanaicapping condition of child, 1 2 3 4 5

11. Services ava4lable in community 1 2 3 4 5

s

11,

0



.Attcitudes
g

ffirteetionh: Rectae adicate yout tevet o 4ati46aetion u4th the fteachoot Handicapped Pkogum by.t1A4ting one numben Pom 1 (too) to5 (high)rsok each o the Ottowing item. 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6:

P 7.

8.

9.

10.

Preschool Handicapped Program in general

Low
t.EVEL OF SATISFACTION

High
1 2 3 4 5

Instructional methoas used
1 2 3 4 5

Effectiveness of staff
1 2 3. 4 5

Frequency of contact with teachers
. 1 t#,.. 2 3 4 5

Materials used
1 2 3 ,. 4 5

Your involvement with ihe program
1 2 3 4 5

Opportunities for your suggestions
1 2 3 4 5

Screening/placement procedures 1 2 3 4 5

Methdds of monitoring child's progress 1 3 4 5

Accomplishments of program
1 2 3 4 5

C. Perceived Change in Child

12

CS

Dinection4: The fteachoot Pugtam dosigned to develop yoak chA24' Jz.Lt24 in.the anea4 ti.sted betow. Fok each aftea, pteau check
. the tetra chi pugke44 pun chitd ha4 made by cincting one nimben Ptom 1 (tow) to 5 (high). ,

Low
LEVEL OF PROGRESS

High
1. Speech dnd language skills 2 3 4 5 ,

2. Physical and 'fflotor skills 1 2 3 4 5

3. Social skills
1 3 4 5

4. Self-help skills. 1 2 3 4

13



SECTION III: Open-Ended'Questions

. What do you see as the major strengths of the Preschool Handicapped Brogram?

4

2. Wiat do you see as the major weaknesses of the Preschool Handicapped Program?

-r'

. Would.you recommend any changes in the Program? If so, what changes and why?

4. Would you recommend this program to another parent of a preschool handicapped child?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!

Yes No

Parent Signature
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I. FOCUS

Certain decisions, if made before the questionnaire f§ developed, will

make the construction of the instrument easier, improve the responses.that are

obtained, and enhance the results that ultimately aee available.

A. The specific purpose(s) of the questionnaire should.be determined. Ques-

tionnaires are used to gather ylifferent kinds of information. The.kefore;

before questions can be developed, the designer should determine.whether

to c9llect facts; test the knowledge of the res-pondenti disco4r

respondeqs': opinions belsiefs,'or attitudes; pr any one of these in

combinatton. The questionnaire used as an illustration in Figure 1,was

destgned to gather information from'parents for the project's evaluation.

This definition of purpose, however, does not provide sufficient detail to-

help understand or construct the instrument( A more specific purpose of

the questionnaire might be "to gather information from parents regarding

their invnlvement in the project and their reactions to the project's se.r-

vices fOr themselves and their childcen."'

B. Identify the persons who will'yse the results and identify their reasont

for wanting them. Identifying Vie individuals or groups who will use the

results of your questionnaire may hqp determine the purpOse of the

questionnaire and guide your choice of items. If, for example, the

project staff will be using the results 0 improve their efforts, you
r

could ask questions about speclffc components of the project. On the

other hand, if a-governing or funding agency will be using the results,

questions regarding the overall impact of the proaect might be asked.

1 6'
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C. Identify the major categories of information you seek. Identifying cate-

garies of information needed means clarifying the content of the questions

that will be developed. A content outline will help you defline the pur-

poses and scope of your instrumeAt. For our sample instrument, the con-

tent outline might be:

ntentOutline
Parent QUestionnaire

A. Demogrlphie Information

1. Length of time child has been in the prograM -
. 2. Type of services in whilFh the child was,enrolled
34 Parent volunteer activities

B. Parent Involvement

1. Seurce. of information regarding the program
2. Type Of involvement'in the Program
.3. Reactions to parent activities

,

C. Services for Children

1. Knowledge of prsgramofor children
2. Satisfaction with orogram for children
3. Perceived change in child

D. General Opinions

A
1. Strength$
2. Weaknesses
3. Recommendation$

After the instrument has been developed, the item$.should be compared

mith the content outline to see if all'areas have been included.

D. Identify the specific group(s) that Will answer the questiOnnaire. Be

specifjc so that: "(a) the targeted groups will receive the questionnaire; P

(0).the results can be destribed as epresenting a particular grOup; and

(c) the characteristics of the group can be taken into accoun hen your

contruct the instrument. The questionnaire in Figure I obviously will be

sent to parents. Further specifics might 44so b* helpful -- e.g., only.
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to mothers, ohly to ttg parent who cares for the child mog of the.time,

, etc.

E. Identity the type ot intormation.you se0. Preliminary decisions regard-

ing the most usefr-type of infqrmation will help you later to select ap=

propriat; items: Someluestions (NO at those regaeding length ot time

the child has been in the program) might best be answered with actual num-

bers. If you wnat to obtain opinions that can be coMpared, use a standard

item with specifted responses. 'Vinally, if you desire indivtdual opin-
0

ions, use 'questions which permit a variety of responses.
,

When these preconstruction ttetisidris have been made a great deal of in-

formation will be available, for actual construction of the instrume-nt..-

-

p.

18

I
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c
II. TITLE

Evary instrument requires a title to summa rize briefly the content of the

instrument. Three criteria shOuld be considered:

A. The title should reflect the content of the instrument. This can be done

in at reast two ways. FOrst, the title simply can reflect the content of

the items. For example, if a person has construced a.questionnaire on

attitudes toward the handicapped, an appropriate title might be:. "Survey

of Attitudes:Regarding the Handicapped." A titl also might reference the

4 -tontent of the items and the major type of item in the instrument. For

example, if you develop an'instrument
)

to assess a teacher's ability to

teach, and all or most of the items are 5-point rating scale items, you

.;might appropriatety,title your instrymenta 41
Teachers Rating Scald." It is

,

important that the title does not mislead the re spondent.

A tAle also may summarlize the purpose of the in;trumenX:

Evaluation of Child Services."

B. The title should be concise and ^to the point.. Long titles tend to dis-

tract and divert the respondent from the task of actually filling out the

questionnaire. The title should allow the respondent to gt'asp the scope

of the instrument quickly without becoming,bogged down with specifics.

The tftles above are gopdvxamples. A word'y and, consequently, bad title

for a political attitude surVey would be: "A Survey of Attitudes, Reac-

tions,ankghsei'vations of LegislAors .Regarding the Hangicappe0 in the

U.S. During the Past Ten Years."

C. The title should be written in plain English. Complex or unrecognizable

words or phrases in the title of the/instrument might discourage potential-

4,
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respondents, so eliminate jargon and acronyms. in general the title

should be easy to Understand and informative. Your well-desived instru-

ment may remain.unanswered,if pebple ai'e alienated or confused by the lan-.

guage in the title. Writing the title is usuarly best done after ton-
t,

struction of your instrument, so that it more accurately'reflects both

content and/or method of eliciting responses.

*-
41110
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III." INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

An introductory statement' should contain information about the

instrument's purpose and how the data will be used, anonymity, and motivator§

for respondents to complete.the cwestiopnaire. This introductory statement

usually is found in one or twosbrief paragraphs following the title of the

instrument, or in an accompanying cover letter.

Consider the f011owing:

A. The introductory statement should include a brief §uhmary._of the instru-

ment's purpose. This statement indicates now anct* whom the information

will be used and tells respondents the kind of project with which they are

involvinv themselves. The statement should be brief and straightforward,

with no intentional or unintentional bias.

Looking back to Figure 1,0the introductory pay.agraph-states-that the

purpose of the instrument is to contribute to the evaluation of a program

Ns

for preschool handicapped children. More specifically, the information

gathered,will be used to describe how the program is functioning -- its

accomplishments, constraints, and concerns.

As mentioned previouSly, the purpose and use of the questionnaire
A

s.houlo be writterc before actually constructing the instrument. The pur-

poses,'if more than one exist, should beconsistent. Inconsistency can

cause respondents to lean toward noncommital responses, which result in

data that- contain little real information. The statement of purpose also

l'eminds.the instrUment constructor to develop items within a certain scope

information pertinent to the use of the instrument. A side

.e

benefit of providing the respondent with a description of how the
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,

information will be used is that it provides each resOndent
)

an
a

opportunity to gauge the face validity1 of the instrument.

B. Tfte introductory statement should include an appropriate statement con-
.

cerning the respondents' anonymity. Thi,s statement should Otke explicit

whether or not an individuel's cdmplitted instruMentgll beiused and be

made aciessi-bale to others or only as part of an'aggregation-Obviously

. ,
.

ldileing respondents; negative comments or suggestions mighylave serious
.N.**

, ,

repercussions for them and thereby temper their responses. Futermcire,

it is iLlegal to elicit information under pretext and use the fnformation

for another purpose. In Figure 1, the introduction states, "Alltesponses

will be,held.in strtict confidence, and only summarized 'data will bOre7

sented in subsequent reports." Exclusion of this stakment Might cause

144respondents to thinic that their comments,.individually identffied, 511 af-

fect services to th m or their child.

C., The introductory statement should use a "motivator" to encourage the

4.

respondent. 'a Examples of frequently used motivators include promisimg re-\

V
spondents -a copy of the results of the purvey and making respondents feel

as though they will have an impaCt on an organization. More expensive

motivators include free tickets, money, and access to generaIly inacces-
v

sible places (i.e., reserved parking areas or.discolints dn purchases). A

well-knpwn gardeningsmagazine.recently promised respondents a free plant

if a t00-item questionnaire was completed. Aften, outside motivators

exist which ensure replies withholding a person's paycheck or

making the response a'general expectation.

1Face validity is the extent to which a respondent judges the instrument-to
measure what it purports to measure:

22
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Motivaeors take a variety of forms. The important.considerations are:"

first, can you afford the motivaprs,,and second, does the pressure oY the

motiviror potentiaLly bifs the responses? It a motivator works,ore re-

spondents reply, and the data gathered usually will better represent the
. R

sample or population surveyed.2
kV

D. The introductory statement should be written at the language level of the

, respondents. Here, as in the tiyle, and in all other sections of an in-

strument, the language tused sho00,..be understood easily by the respondents.

Thit teems obvious, but remember, if you do not know the reading level of

the respondents, yOu may unwittingly write items at your own,level. The

problem can easily be remedied by administering the questionnaire to a

subsample of respondents and questioning them verbally tb check their

understanding of the terms and expressions. The instrument designer and

the respondent must share these mea'4ings or the instrument will not mea-.

sure what it purports to measure.

,.. One last word concerning whether introductory statements are required in ,

all instruments.. In many situatibns the factors listed above are implied.

If any of fhese areas are not clearly implied or stated elsewhere, a statement

pertaining to each should be included.

kg

2Th;5 is not true if he people responding consistently represent one portion

of the population rather than another. \For example, if your population po-

tentialiy had an eqUal nuMber of Republicans and Democrats, and Democrats

cars4lfently filled out the.questionnaire MOPO than Republicans, your overall

results would contain that bias. IncOiasing the sample responding would not

necessarily eliminate the bias.

23,



LY.. DIgCTIONS

tp Basically, directions come under tW6 headings: geneeal,directions elate
jf

. .

to the total.questionnaire; specific direCtions deal 'with individual sectioas

of the instrument. At this potnt, only general directioapwill be considered

(specifis directions will be explairied in other sections of this book).

Consider these important factors when you write general directions for

your questionnaire:

A. Directions should be complete, unambiguous, and brief.

B. Directions should be written at the language level of' the respondents.

C. Directions should tell respondents to whom they should give the instrument

_ once they have completed it. In some situations tle persons Who adminis-

,

ter the instrument may hand out the questionnaire and tell the respondents

tto return it when it has been completed. 441 this case'written directions

are not required. If, on the other hand, the respondent receives the

questionnaire in the mail, clear instructions are necessary. A self-

addressed, stamped.envelope facilitates easy return. This procedure-adds

to the cost of the survey, but it generally increases the response rate.

Further, it is a good ided to give the respondent a deadline to complete

the instrument -- e.g. "Please return the completed questionnaire within

the next week." This time specification can make the,reSpondent aware of

the importance of returning the questionnaire immediately. Another exaM-

ple of a time specification might be: "Only.those responSes received by

October 1 will be used in the data summaries." A clear time deadline par-

ticularly is effective when respondents are motivated to

2 4
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0_
answer a questionnaire becap5e the r"esuits of the instrUment directly af---

, .

4
fect.them.

.61

24.

-

---D,..._ When the questiannaire isaccompanied 1:,,,a separate answer sheet, the gen-
. -11.

,
,

eral directions.:,Ahould specW how the respondent should fill out-the -.

nSWer sheet.

E. T e generarjfirectionsshould exrlain*tb-the respondent how to deal with A

items whiciare not appilcaale. Does the respondent leave those-answers.

blank? Is an Opropriate space provided? Is the respondent expected to

respond to all items? Ensure that all reSPondents respond in a similar

way'to the,ponlitlicable items, and the results will be easy to interpret-
* *

and anaLyze.

r
F. The general AireCtions should specify the approximatT1unt of time re-

,
quired ta coMplete the instrument. This criterion is particularly appl1:7,-

cable for a long questionnaire. Time approximations.can help alleviate a

respondent's concern that the. questionnairemill take too long to Complete.

4s is the case with the introduction, place the general directions accord-
-

f

ing to the structure of the questionnaire. The beginning of the instrument or

in the cover letter are two a propriate places.

All the'criteria statediabove are not required tot every instrdment, but

they all should 'he constred to determine which are appropriatefor .a given
; .

questionnaire.
_

2 5 .
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V. DEMOGRAPHIC SECTION

In almost every situation, whether.a person is developing a questionnaire

for an evaluatfOn study or to gather input, it is useful to obtain certain

demographic Aformation. For example, in Figure 1, the demographic variables

are found on the first and second pages. They ask for information regarding

the services provided to childrea by the program and the parent services in

which the respondent participated...

Though demographic .variables differ according .to 'the type and purpose

of the questionnaire, some general guidelines can be fOtlowed.

A. The demographic informatton should be limited to only those variables thpt

will be used to'answer specific questions,. All of us are familiar with

questtonnaires that begin with lengthy demographic sections which elici,t

information that seems unrelated to the overall purpose of the question-

naire. To avoid this problem', the person constructing the instrument &-

should consider how the Information gained from any given demOgraphic item

will be used in data analysiS%., If Uses.for an item -- in particular or in

comparison with other items-- cannot be-identified, then it should not be

included.

Demographic information which will help you understand the data is
,

important. ,To select appropriate demographic.infOrmation, review-a list

of standard characteristics for the insights they may give tothe data.

The list might includc, age, race, sex, and type of handicapping con-

dition of thq,child just to Mention_a- few. Identify the critical

information you need and make,sure you get data on only,those variables.

26
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B. The demographic section should reveal the relationship of the respondent

to the object of measurement. One important category of demdgraphic data

sometimes is overlooked and relates to the respondents judgment's about

another person's performance. For example, parents are often ask6d ques-

tions about theyroject staff, or projeaeStaff are asked questions about

other service providers or agencies. In these situations, the respondent

must divulge the amount of contact with the person or thing being rated.

It a parent is rating a center-based teacher, for example, determine the

extent to which the parent has observed the teacher in the center. Cer-

tainly, data from a parent who has observed a teacher should be viewed

differently from data given by a parent who has not observed a teacher.

C. Certain items in the demographic sections should be optional. Though this
%

cfiterion rarely is important, it has specific implications forsituations

where decisions about individual respondents-will be made. For example,

if you are polling potential applicants for an advertited position, fed-

eral law prohibits considerations based on sex, race, or religious prefer-

ence. This problem can be avoided by briefly explaining why.the infayma-
11.b.

.tiotris needed and requesting that the respondent provide answers to these

questions.

D. Language in the demographic section should be appropriate to the language

level of the. respondents.

E. Demographic items should be grouped4ogether. Ihe positioninl Of demogra-

phic items is not important, but it is.usually a good idea tä group them

together. In Figure 1, the.demographic items come at the beginning of the

instrument. Intost cases, the demographic section follows the introduc-
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tory statement and the general directions though soMetimes it is located

at the end of the questionnaire.

Sometimes demoqcaphic information may be left out of the ciestionnaire

because that ipformation can be obtained elsewhere. For example, if yoU were

conducting a survey cof the incidence of handicapped young children in the tom-

la

munity, you probably would not have to ask each respondent the incidende of

low-birth-weight babies they encounter; this information could be obtained

easily from some other source such as hospital records or birth certificates.

Obtaining appropriate demographic information fromhother sources accomplishes

at least two purposes: first, you relieve the respondents of a somewhat tedi-

ous task; second, you ensure the compatability of the demographic data across

your respondents. Another illustration of this procedure might involve W sur-

vey of children who have left a program. If the program has kept an up-

to-date file on the children, demographiC information could be found tn the

file rather than from the responilents.

5
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VII-,WRITINGATEMS

Types of questionnaire items include: rating scales, Checklists short

answers, yes-no questions, open-ended questions, ranking questions, and sever-

al others. Each method presupposes Certain assumptions, uses advantages, di-
d

sadvantages, construction, directions, and data analysis techniques. This se-
,

ction will discuss all such points of interes,t. If you have not selected your

item type or wish to confirm your selection, read the entire section for help.

If you have chosen your item type already, read the discussion which applies

to that type of item.

Before describing specific types Of items, several comments are in order.

Two parts are inherent in any item type: the stem elicits the information;

the response is what the respondent does to complete an item. Generally, the

responses are supplied freely by the respondent or are selected by the Tespon-

' dent from a list provided by the instrument designer: In the construction of

any instrument, various types of items can and should be used,.depending on

the information to be gathered and the eventual use of data. flie developer

.should, therefore, consider the best way to obtain the required inforMation

and use as many of the various item types as are appropriate.

A. Rating scales. A rating scale is a device to indicate the degree to which

a certainArait or attitude is present in a person, place, or thing. A

rating scale is made up of two parts: a stem and a response set. The

stem ts the stimulus which elicits the response. The respondent selects

an answer from the response set whtch contains categories which may or may

not be numerical.

The following assumptions are made when one vSes a rating scale:
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The'attribute can-be scaled alsong some continuum. For example, am
item rating the effectiveness of a training workshop assumes that
the attribute "effectiveness" can be scaled from ineffective to
highly effective.

** The respondent is presented with a continuum that is isomorphic
to his/her internal continuum. In other words, thecontinuum ap-
plicable to the actual attribute is consistent with that within
his/her self. Perhapij.the best example Of this would be one in
which the trait exists but there is no recognition of it. If the
particular trait to be rated were greenness and the ratingS were
to be made on a scale between blue and yellow, then a colorblind
person would not tave an somorphic continuum on which- to rate the.
particular attribute.

** The.respondent can consistently discriminate between different
, levels of the continuUm.

Empirical testing of these assumptions would be taxing to say the

least. .Importantly, however, each potential constructor should consider oeer

. whether or'not these assumptions are- pertinent. If you cannot make the

assumptions%listed'above, employ alternative item types.

This paper will discuss three of several formats,for writingratings

scales: numerical (currently the most popular), graphic, and Likert.

A numerical Scale requires the userto indicate a particular number in

a stem which may or may not be associated with verbal description. Figure'

2 shows several different formats for numerical scales.

.%

These examples represent only a small variety of numerical rating sca-

les. The items in Figure I are'additionar illustrations. ThoUgh numerals .

do not appear in most cases, numerical scales will préduce ordinal or nom-

inal data. The choice'of one of these types-depends largely On the pref-
.,

erences of the instrument designer ..Who has knowledge of the respondents

and the total structure Of the instrument.

Graphic scales present a stem along with,a responge set containing a

line on which the user designates a response. Examples of the graphic

\ type of scale might loOk like this: ,



Figure 2

Examples of Numerical Rating Scales

Example: Assume that you have been instructed to deve op an instrument to
determine parents' perceptions of a parent/child activ ty guide you have developed.
One of the variables of interest may be the parents' pe ceptions of the readability
of the guide.

. 1. Rate the readability of the activity guide compared with other guides for

(--,

parent/child activities you have read.

( ) ( ) -(/°) ( ) ( )

, .

very difficult difficult about average easy to very easy

to read to read to read ,read to read

2. Rate the readability of the activity guide compared with other guides for
parent/child activities-you have read.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

1 2 3 4 5

Rate the readability ef the activity guide compared with other guides for
parent/child 'activities you have read.

( )

very difficult
to read

( ) ( )

about average'
to read ,

very easy
to read

4. Rate the hadability of the activity guide compared with other guides for
parent/child activities you have read.

a. very difficult to read
b. difficult to re6d
c. abOui average to read
d:c easy to read
e. very easy,to read

5. Rate the readability of the activity guide compared with other guides for
parept/child activities you have read.

J

.1 very difficult
to read '

I 1 I I

very easy
to read

. Rate the readability of the activity guide compared with other guides for
parent/child activities you have read.

,

very difficult
to reed

very easy

: to read

4
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Rate the readability of the activity guide compared with other
guides for parent/child activities you have read.

A

)
very.difficult difficult to about easy to very easy
to read read average read to read

^
Rate the readability of the activity guide compared with other,
guides for parent/child.activities you have read.

very diffitult about . very easy:
average

%

Likert-type scales are somNhat different from numerical or graphic

scales -- each set of responses ranging from "strongly disagree" to

"strongly agree," is invariant and not specific to the stem. As an exam-

ple, the likert-type item would require a modification'of the stem in

order to be comparable to the previous example:

The actlivity guide is very easy to read compared with other guides
for parent/child activities I have read.

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly disagree undecided agree strongly
disagree .

agree

The activity guide:is very easy to read compared with "(yeller guiaes
for parent/child activities I have read.

Air\ (SD)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

U A SA

Obviously, these examples ihow a variety of rating scales which elicit

the same information. When you have made the necessary assumptions and

hive chosen rating scales, consider these criteria:
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1. The'stems of rating scale items should be written unidimensionally.

This means that only one attribute or trait sho d be described in the

stem. In the first two sets of examples, the attrtbute to'be rated

Wreadability. Furthermore, rOdability was limtted to comparison

oft this guide witeothers. This elimiriates the possibility that a

respondent will compare the readability of the activity guide to other

types of reading matter. It also allows the person reviewing thg,data

-to make a straightforward interpretation. Here is an example of an

item which is not unidimensional:

Rate the effectiveness of the activity guide and the assistadte
Iprovided by the home teacher in enhancing your child's develop-
ment.

( ( ) ( ) ( ) (

extremely somewhat neither . somewhat extremely
ineffective ineffective effective

nor
ineffective

effective effective

Interpretation of data from this question would be difficult,

since an answer of "neither effective nor ineffective" could have

several interprliations:

a. The activity guide was effective while the assistance from the

home teacher was ineffective.

4
b. The assistance from the home teacher was effective while the

activity 6'uide was ineffective.

c. Both were neither effective nor ineffective.

Though this and many'of-the following criteria May seem fairly '

obvious, the good instrument designer will applpeach criterion to

every item to ensure thatall.items are unidimensional. The problem

presented in the example,above cou)d easily be resolved by splitting

33
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the item -- one question concerning the effectiveness of the activity

guide and thg other concerning the effectiveness of the assistance

provided by the home teacher.

2. The response sets tn rating scales should be written unidimensionally.

This, criterion is related closely to the previous one enthrelates to

the the response set of any item. To ensure unldimensional meaning in

the response set, refer only to the attribute described in the stem.

In our previals example, we see that though the stem had two things to

be rated, the response set was unidimensional (i.e., effectiveness).

Criteria I 4nd 2 should be considered jointly for each rating scale,

item employed.

3. The response s'et of a rating 'scale should be tied logically to the

stem. For example, if you ask the respondent to rate the readability

of a guide, the following response set would be inconsistent with the

stem.

i

( ) (
) ( , )

)
( )

definitely probably don't know prØably definitely

.
tiot not

4. The level of specificity of the stem item should answer the user's

needs. For example, if the purpose of,an item is to determine lenerl

ally whether one teacher is me effective than another, the question

could be phrased; "Rate the overall effectiveness of the instructois."

If the purpose is to provide feedback to individual teachers concecn-

ing their variouS teaching abilities, a general item would not be par-
.

ticularly useful. A series of rating scales assessing specific
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teaching acts -- ability to plan and work individuallY with children

or lead play -- might prove to be mofe informative.a

5. Use the rating scale ite only,when a more direct method it not 'avail-

able. 0.ating ccales nerally.are overused, and the extent to which

their assumptions can be met is difficult to document. Therefore,

rating scales should be used only as'a last resort oP with-more relia-

ble and valid item types. Section 3 (previous page), Readability of

an Activity Guide, represents a good, example of the misuse of rating

scales. In our examples of items rating readability, analyzing' the

words used in the activity \pide by grade level and coMparing that

with the actual reading level of the participants is a more direct way

of getting the same informatiod.

6. Directions for using the rating sdale should be included, along with

appropriate examples. Unfortunately, many questionnaires ask for rat-
.

ings aLong a certain continuum, but do not specify how those ratings

should be made. For example:

i. ii ii ii / /
I hate it I love it

Here the actual rating task is uncleaP. Should you place an X

between the lines? .If sO, what does an X in the middle space mean?.-

Should'you circle one of the oblique lines? .Obvioutly,.the designer

-
of the instrument had a clear idea of the appropriate response but did

not make that.clear to the respondent. To ensure that all respondents

know how to respond approprfately, the designer shOuld (1) provide ex-

plicit directions of rating procedures and (2) proOloile ane:Opple.

Let us look again at the examples in .the introduction to th.is section.
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Obvi ly, slightly different directions are in order for each

individual case.'

Directions for a Numerical Rating Scale

You are to rate tile following items by placing a checkmark 'in the
appropriate space under each item. For example, if you feel that
the, guide is as readable a activity 'guides for parents and
children, you would place a check in the space labeled "about
average to read," as shown below.

Rate the readability of the activity gUide compared with other
guides for parent/child activities you h(ve read.

( )

very diffiCult
to read

( )

difficult
to read

(V1
a out average

to re-ad

( )

easy to
read

( )

'ver'Y easy
to read

b. Directions for a Graphic Rating Scale

I. In the following set of iteMs, you are to rate each item by
placing an "x" over the set of words which best describes your
feelings. For example, if you feel the activity guide is more
readable than guides for parent/chlld activities, your
response-would look like this:s:

Rate'the readability of the activity guideicompared with other
guides for parent/child activities you have read.

I I

very difficult difficurt abobt average easy to very easy
to rdad '0 read 6 to read read to read

2. In the following set of itemsyou are to rate each item
placing a check in the approprlke space. c:As you will note
only the ends of the scale are marked. Your task, therefore
is to,consider each item on a five-point continuum; decide
which line on the continuum corresponds with your feelings,
and place an "X" on that line. For example, if you feel that
the activity guide is a little more'difficult than aveçage
your response would look like Viis:

Rate the readability gr the activity guide compared with other
guides far parent/child activities you have read.

.very7TITTICult,
to read s

very easy .

_,olo read

41::i=53



c. Directions for .5 Likert Scale.

In'the following set of items, you are to decide whether or not
yOu strongly agree (SA),. agree (K), are undecided'(U), disagree
.(D), or strongly disagree (SD) with each of the statements listed,
and in4icate your preference by circling the eppropriate letters.
For example, if-you agree with the statement that thb activity
guide is verveasy to read, you Would circle "A,7

The activity guide is very easy to read compared with other guides
for parent/child activities I have read.

SD SA

The 'directions aboVe, though not comprehensiVe suggest the types

of statements that ensure understanding by the respondent. The impor-

tance pf these directions should not be underemppasized, singelhe

validity of the data depends on the extent to which the subject under-

stands how to respond. Directions, inpgeneral, should be as brief as

possible. If you are sure that your respondents are familiar with
0-'

your rating scale, no examples are necessary, however specific direc-
,

tions for any set of similar items are advisable.

7. The language used in'rating scale stems ancCresponses should be writ-
e

ten at the respondents' level of understanding.

. Thetype of rating scale format selected should be easily understood

by all respondents. If a question arises as to whether or not a par-
N, 4

ticular scale is appropriate to a given group the best.procedure is

to administer several types of scales to a sample target group. You

should question theth as to the procedure with which they feel most

comfortable and which best allows them to expresi their opinions.

This procedure, though time-consuming, will help-ensure valid results.

A
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(

9. Rating scale items Should'not elicit biased responses. Item stems and

responses should be written in such 'a way that the user will not think

that certain responses are preferred. Example:

Rate the extent to which you enjoyed the immoral movie "Peyton
-Place."

( )

one ofthe
worst I
haveseen

1
one of the
best I

41 have seen

'sto

Clearly, the bias in.the stem suggeststhat a person should rate .

this item low rather.than high. A quick perusal of item stems by a

'colleague or other qualified person should help eliminate this problem.

10. The response sets for a rating scale should present choices along sim-

ilar degree continuums.. Thistriterion probably is the most contro-

.versial. ManyNuestionnaire writers argue that all positive or nega-
,

tive poles similarly situated on a page encourages "patterned" re-
4

sponses. *at is, the respondent s:imply may mark all.items in the

same waymithout thinking abobt them individually. Our experience in=

dicates,1010 the practice of reversing response poles is very confus-

ing to users and therefore tends to invalidate their responses. Po-

tential bias mayAbe counteracted by structuring the'rating scale items

in such a way that response'sets are specific to only.one question

and, together with the stem comprise a single entity (see Figure 3).

Each stem and its response Set graphically displayed as amentity also

is useful when 'response sets are the same across items. Iryou can

establish that users do not respond similarly to items (by niAing pre-

vious questionnaires or answers to a short pretest) then choose the



Figure 3. Example of Individuaf Layout.for Rating Scales

Interest in children

( ).

always
enthusiastic

(

Availability to parents

(
always
available

Personal appearance

( ) ( )

alwayt well
groomed, clothes
neat and clean

( )

sometimes
enthusiaspc

( )

sometimes
available

( )

never
enthvsiastic

( )

neier
available

.4
,14

'

( ) ( )

somewhat slovenly,
untidy at clOthet.untidy
times and unkempt

Stimulates intellectual curiosity.

( )

inspires
children to
independent
effort

( ) (

occasi anal ly

inspiring

39

Ir

( )

destroyt interdst
in activity, makes,
participation
repulsive

NA-
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matrix format (see Figures 4 and 5). The primary advantage of the

matrix format is its use of space; maximum information can be obtained

in minimal, space.

611

Figure 4, Matrix Layout for Rating Scales

Rate your child's teacher on the following attributes from beldw
average to above average, by cir61ing the appropriate nuMber.

way below
average

way above
average

Interest in children 1 2 3 4. 5

Availability to parents 1 2 3 4 5

Personal appearance 1 2 3 4 5

Sttmulating intellectual curiosity 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 5. A,Variety of the Matrix Layout

Rate your child's teacher on each of the attributes below by placing
the appropriate number on the space provided.

I = way below average
2 = below average
3 = average
4 = above average
5 = way above average

I.- Interest in children

42. Availability to parents

3. Personal appearance

4. Stimulating intellectual curiosity

,
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Another way to avoid-tesponse bias is to intersperse hegative and

positive Stems, while keeping the response sets the same. The is

appropriate particularly with the Likert-type scales. For example:

This parent/child activity.guide is one of the most readable I
have encountered.

:

( )
( ) ( ') ( ) ( )

strongly disagree no opinion agree strongly
disagree .

agree -

This parent/child activity guide is one of the feast readable I
have encountered.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly disagree no opinion agree 'strongly
disagree agree ,

11. Avoid using global terms in response sets. Examples,of global terms

include: .best to worst;* all of the time to none of the:time; and high

score.to low score. The major problem with global terms is that their

interpretation lies with each respondent. For example, tf instrument

'designers were.interested in how often the respondents went to the

movies, they could ask the question fn the following ways:

Rate the extent to which.you attend movies.

( ) ( )

never . infrequently
attend

( )

sometimes'
( ) ( )

often regularly
attend

A better way to elicit inforTation on this same variable would b :

( ) ( ) ( ) .( ) . ( )

'never once or twice once a once a week more than
, a year _ month once-a

week
,
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The latter construction helpl ensure that every person is using

the same 6ontinuum of response,and prdviding informationHwhich is

easily interpreted.

12. Rating scales:should include from three to seven categories. To

decide on the number of response categories to use for'a particular

'item, consider the trait being rated andrtge extght to which indiyidu-
',

al categories can be identified. Ask yourself these questions: Is it

possible for the respondent to make the discrimination demanded of in-
,

dividual categories? Should an even or odd number of categories be

provided? The advantage Of an even number of categories is that tho

respondent must be either positive or negative about the attribute

(not noncommittal). The advantage of an odd number of categories is

that the respondent can be noncommittal.

13. Choose the format.for your rating stales that corresponds to the so-

phistication of respondents. Generally, two basic formats exist. A

matrix'format is shown in Figurei 4 and 5, and an individual format is

shown in Figiire 3. All examples are based on the same item stems.

The matrix arrangementallows the tpstrument designer to cover

more Ilariables in less space. However, it necessitates the use of

general terms in the response set since it Must be appropriate for

many different stems. Further, it may allow the subject to respond to

all items in the same fashion rather'than responding to each item in-
.

dividually. For example, if parents liked a teacher, they might rate

the teacher high on all items without'reading each item specifically..

'Generally, the matrix display structure should be ,used only with

respondents,who are sophistiCated in the use of rating scales.

6
'
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The individual format is effective with a less Sophisticated

group since it forces respondents to read each item individually and

offer's response g'Os specific to individual items.

14. Allow for a "not applicable" responSe when appropriate. Respondents

may oot have had the Dpportunitx to form perceptions about specific

traits the questionnaire assesses. So, a "not applicable" response

should be available. However, this option can cauSe problems in 'later

aggregation of data. Use the "not.applicable category" only when'

appropriate: example -- If the,presenter in workshop A and B used

audiovisual equipment, but none was used in workshop C, then attendees

of workshop C should not have to- rate the effectiveness of audiovisual

materials.
lr-

15. Choose an analysis strategy appropriate to the data produced and the

uses for which the questionnaire was:designed. Once you have complet-
el

ed the construction of your.questionnaire and administered it ti)6 a set

of respondents, you,are ready to analyze and report the results. It

is alWays a good idea to summarize or tally the responses before deci-

ding on specific analySes. A careful review of.the actual results of-

.,

ten will indicate the areas for and types of analyses that would.be

most useful. Then the data can.be analyzed In a,variety of ways de-

pending on the assumptions made about the. scales themselves. If the

designer assumes the scales are of an interval nature; all tYpes of

parametric statistics are appropriate (when their assUmptions are

If.these assumptions cannot be justified, then.

statistics should be used. Further discussion of theseitopics can be

found in texts on basic statistics.

43
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B. Qualitative selection items. In the preceding section, Rating Scales; we

idiscussed selection of responses based'on some continuum_relating to the

stem. In this section, We will discuss'responses that are not on a con-

tinuum. For example, if you ar?e interested in the sex of your respondent,
*

you have the stem "s& and the responses female" and "2, male." An-

other example is the following:

What is your position in the ptogram?

1 Administrator

1 Teacher

1 Occupational Therapist

1 Social Worker

1 Other

The purpose of this typd of selection item is to elicit qualitative -

information from the respondents. For example, job clastifieation, sex,

or race are more suited to this type of item than number of children,

hours of participation in the project, etc. ReSponses to the former will

be_qualitativaly different, while responses to the latter will' be quanti-

tatively different. Qualitative response categories also are used to

elicit demographic information; all respondents can select from the same

set of response categories. This typeof response also is'appropriate

_ when-all or most of the response categories.are known.* Finally, this type
t

.of,item requires no judgment in the,coding of respOnses, 'since all inter-

pretative judgments are made when the instrument is constructed.

At least six'rules should be applied when constructing items VI" this

Airtype.

1. State clearly and unambiguously:the stem and responses.

4
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2. Use language appropriate to the respondents.

3. State the stem unidimensionally.

4. Write an exhaustive response set. When you write responses to an

item, include all possible choices. For example, if you are surveying

the positions of the respondents, you may include the following selec-

tion items:

Identify your position.

Administratbr

I Teacher

Occupational Therapist

1 You have not been exhaustive, since there is no place for the

sbc 1 worker or teaCher to check. This problem can ancr%hould be
%

av ided by including an "other" or "mtscellaneous" category, as demon-

strated below.

Identify your position.

Administrator

1 Teacher

1 Occupational Therapist

Other (please specify)

The "other" category makes the item applicable to all respondents

and findsout who or what the other categories include. This latter

benefit is of particular significance both in qualifying your rbsults

or in future construction ofdsimilar items.
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5, The response categories should be mutually exclustve. Mutual. exclus-

iveness means that the categories do not overlap. Numerical .

categorles most frequently overlap. An exampl,e:

How much time do you sPend working with your child on project
activities during the average week? (check one)

1 hours

1 - 3 hours

3 orjaore hours
4.

The patent who estimates either 1 hour or 3 hours must choose a

'category arbitrarily. Several alternatives are available to ensure

mutual exclusiveness in responses for numerical data. First don't

use selection.type iteml when numerical categories are the required

responses. You may use instead an.open-ended type of item Oo be dis,

cussed more fully in a liter section). Second, if.numerical categor-

ies are to be used, eniure mutual exclusiveness by naming limits that

do not overlap. The above item would then read:

How much time do you spend working with your chtld.on project'
activities during the week? (check one)

less,than one hour

Between 1 and 3 hogrsa

Mot'e than 3 hours

6. Supply direction for difficult items. Two basic types of directions

can be used:, those which force respondents to choose only one of the
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response categortes; those which allow respondents to.select all re-

sponses that are appropriate. The type of directions you use depenps

.on the purpose of your question. Suppose that as a program admini-

strator you are concerned with the sources of-'information the teachers

use tidev_elop IEPs. Your question might read:

Identify the information you use to develop IEPs (check all that
apply).

standardized assessment results

parent reports

observation

curriculum assessment tools

other, please specify

44isAuestion indicates all the information that is used and the

extent of use ofeach response. If you wanted ti:( know which source

was used most extensively, the directions might state. Check the one

source you most'often use." Directions also ensure consistent answer-

ing proceduises.. Without specific directions, some respondents may

'check all of the appropriate choices,, and others may only check the

moSt appropriate: The data then might be weighted or biased.

1 Another selection item requires the respondent to rank responses

q alitative statements. To rank a response, the respondent orders

thp qualitative statements according to criteria st ed in the stem.

If you are trying to ascertain parents' preferences for parent meet-

iOs 6r activities for example, a ranking item might look like this:
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Rank the following activities from I to 5: 5 being the one in
which you most like to participate, 4 being the One you would next
prefer, and so forth. Each activity should'be ranked only, once,
and no number should be used more than one time.

.classroom visits/observations

parent group meetings

IEP conferences

Volunteer Training Program

44 Other,tplease specity) Ikea

Data from ranked items Can be analyzed to produce retults very

similar to results fromlualitative items, since frequency of response

and percentage are the basic types of analyses associated with all

qualitative items. The data also can be used in the same way as d m

graphic data. For examOle, by divtding a group of respondents acc rd-
,

ing to their response onitem "age of child," you can determine if'

parents of younger children answer certainAuestions differently than

oarentt of older children.

C. ,Supply items. This type of item differs radically from items previously

discussed. In a $upply item, the respondent must produce th sponse to

an ttem rather thari select from a set provided in the questionnaire. Sup-

ply ttems are stems only. This type of item is particularli effective

when the domaih'of responses is unknown, or when in-depth information

'about a subject is sought, such as a.person's feeliirgs, suggestions, or an

explanationof events. The data gathered from these:types of items can

render a rich description of happenings and can 01-ovide very detailed data

because the respondent is not limited to general response ca gories of

seleCtiOn items. Basic disadvantageS.are two: first, it is hard to get
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responses to opensended questions; second, aggregating the data,is ex-

tremely time-consumirig.
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I. Whenever possible, appropriate units should be specified for supply

items. As noted previously,:respogdent-specific iplormation is one of

the most appropriate uses of the gupply item. For example, you might

be interested in the average number of houri spent studying per week,

height and weight, hours spent working, monthly or weekly wages; etc.

When you write items that elicit this type of information, tell re-

spondepts the unit of measurment with which they should answer. For

',example, if you,are surveying Parents to determine how much time they

work with their children on project-related activities, you could ask
.

the following open-ended question:

(I:ow much time do you spend working with your child on project-
elated activities?

The question, as it stands, would allow all sorts of responses,

including: "about'10 hours per week," " on the weekends and full

time during the summer," "about 2 h rs per day,.." or "one week out of

four." If you want answers comparable across respondents, such as

relating the amount time working to the developmental progrest of
4

children, it is essential ehat the item stem require more specific

answers. A bttteritem migbt be:

% During the time that your child was enrolled in the program, what
was the average number of hours per week that you spent working at
homemith your child on Object-related activities?

bours per week-

,
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Another examR4:treveals a different aspect of the problem. In a

recent survey of college administrators concerning volunteer activi-

ties on their cardpus; a question was asked about the amount of money

allocated at their institutions for volunteer activities. A perusal

of these results revealed the following responses:

less than $0

$866

$4,000

$25

aroUnd $10 000

How is it possible to reasonably aggregate these results, since

the degree of accuracy varies so greatly? we assume that the person

who said "$866" was accurate to the nearest dollar, though thi$ pro-
,

bably is not true laffsthe person who replied "around $10,000," Some

admintstrators answered to the nearest dollar, while others answered

to the nearest thousand dollafs. If the,purpose of this question is

to aggregate data across institutionsOt is necessary to include not

only the units (in this case dollars), but also several examples. l'he

question should read:

'Please specify to the nearest one hundred dollars the amount of
money which is budgeted to yclur Volunteer program. For example:
if your budget is between 0 and,$49, enter 0; if your budget is
between $50 and $149, enter $100; if your budget exceeds $1,000,
please report it to the nearest one hundred dollars.

2. Provide sufficient space for responses. Nothing is more,frustrating

than to receive a questionnaire that does not leave-enough space for

your responses. In general,designers shauld pasider the type of

-.4,
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responses they are looking for and should provide space accordingly.

Remember, handwriting varies; if lines are provided, don't put them

too close together. If you expect respondents to Write longer re-

sponses to some questions than to others, allocate space accordingly.

Before leaving the,discpssion of the various item types and their

criteria, one general statement should be made concerning their individual

uses in a queitionnaire. When designing any type of questionnaire for

wh tever purpose, select those item types which elicit the most reliable

an valid responses concerning the variables addressed. Th means that

for any instrument, do not limit the format to one type of rather,

vary the format as appropriate.

4
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VII. STRUCTURE --AND FOR4T

After writing your items, directions, and demographic section, put the

questionnaire together in a short, clear', final form. Several criteria can be

applied at this phase of the instrument's construction.

A. Items should be grouped according to item types or similaritj/ of content.

A logically structured questionnaire.is easy to fill out-and therefore

helps increase the response rate. Your choice of format should depend on

the purpose, the variables, and the iteM type selected. When long. lists

of itemS are usedorlt is sometimes appropriate to set.the groups of items

apart as ttbsections of the instrument.' Once again, the purpose is to

simplify the task of filling out ttie questionnaire.jm If you categorize

item types into subsections, write directions for each subsection.

B. Group items within sections accordin4/to ease with which they can be and

swered. If your instrument is made up of both selection and supply type

items, the selection type should precede'the supply types, since a greater

number of respondents are likely to'check rating,scales than they are to

fill in open-ended q dons. This criteria helps,ensure that respondents

do not get'dfscouraged by the more difficult items before they have an-

swered the simpler ones.

C. Length of the instrument should relate to respohdents and purpose. In211

strument designers usually face a dilemma when they decide how long' to

make the instrument. They want to get as much informatlionlis possible,

while at the same time obtaining the greatest responSe rate. Generally,

short questionnaires gef bigber7;esponse rates than long.questionnaireS.

When you decide on the length, determine your respondents' tolerance level
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for answering questions1nd-balance that level against the minimum amount

of informatiOn you require. The kind of motivator provided for,the re-
. 0 ,

spondent also should affect the length of the instrument. Highly moti-

vated respondents ill answer more questions than reipondentS who have no

incentive to fill out the instrument. Finall,y, never ask.questions whose

answers you haVe neither the time nor ability to.analyze.'

V
P

. The inStrument should be clearly reproduced.)The.impact of a well-writterr

questionnaire can be negated simpl'y by typogrOhie errors, 1pr blurred or

unclear copy. A respondent will not be inclined to take seriously a messy

questionnaire. _Photocopies generally are cleareelhan mimeographs, and

the former make the instrument look more professional. 'Finally

takes the place of a good proofreading.
Ak

. 4

nothing

4,
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When you develop or tritique any instrument, refer to Figue 6 (next

page) to see all tht criteria explained throughout this book. This list can

be used as a guideline in the'development process or as a critical tool by

separately applying each oCtile criteria to your instrument. note that out-

line numbers and letters in Figure 6 are keyed to appropriate discussions

within the text of this book.

54
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Figure 6. Guidelines and Criteria for Constructing Questionnaires

I. FOCUS

A. The specific purpose(s) of the questionnaire should be determined.
B. Identify the persons who will use the resultt and hdentify their

reasons for wanting them.
C. Identify the major categories of information you seek.
D. Identify the specific group(s) that will answer the'questionnaire.
E. Identify the type of information yousseek.

II. TITLE

A. The title should.reffect the content of the instr t ment.
B. Thetitle lhould be conctse-and to the point.
C.- The title shomIrd be written in.plain English.

NJ'

III. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 4
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A. Theintroductory'statement should include'a Oef summary of,the
instrument's purpose.

B. The introductory statement should inclUde,an appropriate statement
concerning the respondents' anonymity.

-
C. The introductory stateMent should use a "motivator" to encourage the

respondent.
D. The introductory statement should be written at the language level

of the retpondents.

IV. DIRECTIONS

A. Directions should be complete, unambiguous, and brief.
B. Directions should be writtervot the langUage level of the

respondents.
C. Directions.should tell respondents to whom they should give the

instrument once they have completed it.
D. When the questionnaire is accompanies by a separate answer sheet',

the general directions should specify how the respondent should fill
out the answer sheet:-

E. The general directions should explain to the respondent how to deal
with items which are not applicable.

F. The general directitons should tpecify the approximate amount of time
requirecrto complete the instrument.

V. DEMOGRAPHIC SECTION

A. The demographic information should be limited to only those variaNes
that will'be used to answer tpecific questions.

B. The demographic sectiOn.should reveal the relationship Of the
respondent to the object of measureMent.

1
C. Certain items in the demographic sections should be optional.
D. Language in the demogrophit section thould be appropriate to the

language level of'the respondents.
. E.. DeMographic items should begrouped together..
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VI. WRITING ITEMS

A. Rating scale
1. The stems of rating scale items should be written unidimen-

sionally.
2. The response sets to rating scales should be written unidimen-

,.

sionally.
3. The response set of.a rating scale should be tied logically to

the istem.

4. The level of specificity of the stem should answer the user's
needs.

5. Use the rating.scale item only when a more direct' method is not
available.

6. Directions for using the rating scale should be included, along
with appropriate examples.
a. .Directions for a numerical rating scale
b. Directions for a graphic rating scale
c. Directions for a Likert scale

7. The language used in rating scale items and responses should be
written at the'respondents' level of understanding.

8. The type of rating scale format selected should be easily under-
stood.

9. Rating scale items should not elicit biased responses.
10. The response setS for a rating scale should present choices

along similar degree continuums.
11. Avoid using global terms in respOnse sets.
12. Rating scales should'include from three to seven categories.

-13. Choose the format for your'rating scales that corresponds to the
. sophistication of respondents.

14. Allow for a "not, applicable" response when appropriate.
15. Choose an analysis strategy° appropriate to the data4roduced

and the uses for which the4questionnaire was designed.
B. Qualitative selection items

1. State clearly and unambiguously the stem and responses.
2. Use language appropriate fo the respondents. ,

3. State the stem unidiMensionallye;
4. Write an exhaustive response sdt.
5. The response categories stiould be Mutually exclusive.

'7-6: Supply directionsfor difficult items.
C. Supply items

1. Whenever.Oossible, apprOpriate units should be, specified for
supply items. ,

2. Provide sufficient space foi responses.

VII.I STRUCTURE AND FORMAT

A. Items should be grouped according to item types or similarity of
content.

B. GrOup items within sectiOs-according to ease with which they can be
answered.

C. Length of the instrument should relate to respondents and purpose.
D. The instrument should'be clearly reproduced.
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